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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. The purpose of this communication Is to review the role of smal I 
and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) In the context of the 
opening-up of publ lc procurement In the Community and to 
Indicate ways In which this role might be enhanced. 

2. The Community's programme for tho opening-up of public 
procurement, now well on tho way to completion, should load to 
the removal of national, regional and local obstacles to 
participation In award procedures for public contracts. The 
legislative provisions have boon designed to ensure that, so far 
as poss I b I e, a I I bus I ness, I argo and sma I I , shou I d have access 
to publ lc contracts on an eQual footing. These provisions, 
however, can only provide a framework within which the final 
object lve - tho building of a Community-wider market - can be 
pursued. It Is here that posit lve measures to promote SME 
participation In public procurement have their contribution to 
make. As was pointed out In tho Commission's communication on 
"Public procurement : regional and social aspocts"(1), fuller 
participation by SMEs wl I I bring the benefits of mobl I lsatlon of 
new resources, Increased competition and stimulus to 
entrepreneurship. 

3. Greater participation of SMEs would add both to the QUantity and 
QUality of competition In public markets. If SI.CEs do not 
participate as fully as possible In publ lc procurement, a 
significant part of tho potential competition Is missing. 
Moreover, smaller enterprises can be particularly flexible In 
responding to market needs prlmarl ly because of their more 
simple structures and closeness to the market place. Their 
capacity to provide Innovative solutions Is also Important. At 
the same time, developed participation would ensure that SMEs 
play a fuller role In a very significant sector of economic 
activity which can only help to stimulate enterprise and smal I 
business development which are Important contributors to 
economic growth and employment. 

4. The Commissions' Action Programme for SMEs,<2> approved by tho 
Council In November 1986, stressed tho Importance of providing 
SMEs with real access to public contracts. In reviewing 
relevant policies and practices, this communication has made use 
of an Inventory and study of the experience of Member States and 
also of Japan and North Amerlca,<3) which was carried out 
¥11th In thIs programme. 

(1) COM (89) 400 
(2) COM (86) 445 final 
(3) "SMEs and Public Procurement" prepared for tho Commission by 

W. s. Atkins 
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I I. THE CURRENT SITUATION 

5. SMEs account for a significant part of the Community economy. 
Excluding the self-employed some 69.8% of employment In the 
manufacturing and service sectors Is In enterprises employing 
less than 500. such enterprises account for 99.8% of alI 
enterprises. Enterprises employing less than 100 stl I I account 
for 51.9% of employees and 98.7% of enterprises. 

6. Thoro Is, however, a long-standing concern that SME 
part lclpat lon In public contracts doos not roach levels 
conmensurate with the SME share In tho economy. Thus oven In 
France which has a developed policy of promoting SME 
participation, the level has remained at about 30% of the total 
value of contracts awarded, a level which Is significantly lower 
than Is achieved In Japan and North America. 

7. Tho thrust of the now Community regime Is to open a much higher 
proportion of publ lc procurement to competitive pressures and, 
potentially, to SME participation. Since, however, such 
opening-up Is affected by new regulat Jon of the procedures by 
which contacts are awarded, some SME's may perceive the 
formalities created by those regulations as obstacles rather 
than as the necessary foundation for now opportunities. At tho 
same time others, who already sel I to their publ lc sector, may 
fear Intensified competition from larger, more sophisticated, 
perhaps non-national enterprises. 

8. This communication Is, therefore, devoted to reviewing 
pass 1 b I II tIes for a more actIve poI Icy to ensure that 
participate to the full extent of their potential In 
Internal market for publ lc procurement. 

tho 
SMEs 

the 

Ill. THE SCOPE FOR CQI.~.fUNITY ACTION 

9. Certain broad criteria can help Identify those measures which 
offer the best prospect of Improving SME participation In publ lc 
procurement wIthout lmpos I ng unacceptab I e costs. Such measures 
should : 

- Increase the volume of work offered to SME's without creating 
dependency on publ lc contracts or lncompatlbl I ltles with 
Community rules on open procurement; 

- Improve tho qual lty of SME participation In award procedures 
by, among other things, Improving their technology, and thus 
Improve their competitive position, without discriminating 
against larger enterprises; 

- not lead to hlghor cost of goods and services through 
sacrifice of economies of scale, posslbl I I ties of 
standardization and the requirements of good commercial 
practice as regards price, qual lty and performance; 
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-not add disproportionately to administrative costs, through 
fragmentatIon of contracts; add It lona I requ I remonts for 
special lzed technical assessment; monitoring requirements; or 
the restructuring of procedures which are not balanced by 
long-term gains. 

10. Action at Community level should seok to : 

-promote the evolution of law and practice both at Community 
level and within the Member States; 

-help prepare firms for the achievement of the largo Internal 
market In 1992 by making them more aware of the opportuntles 
offered by the sIng I e European market and cross-border co
operation; 

- bul ld on existing Initiatives and resources, both at the level 
of the Community and of the Member States. 

11. On this basis, certain areas have been Identified, as 
particularly appropriate for pol Icy development and action. 
These are reviewed In the following section under four main 
headings. 

IV. AREAS FOR POLICY DEVELOPUENT AND ACTION 

A. Ueasuros discriminating In favour of SUEs 

12. Such measures may discriminate In favour of SMEs and against 
larger undertakings, either directly or Indirectly. Indirect 
discrimination could arise where SMEs predominate among the 
enterprises of a region or local lty which Is Itself the subject 
of preference. Such measures have genera I I y taken one of the 
two forms : 

-the reservation or set-aside of certain contracts; 

-discrimination In the evaluation of bids through the 
acceptance of bids from qualifying enterprises exceeding bids 
from other enterprises by a given price percentage. 

13. While elaborate systems of preference continue to exist In the 
USA, they have been rejected In most other developed countries, 
Including Member States, as being administratively costly and 
protecting economic Inefficiency, distorting competition and 
discouraging modernisation and Improvements In productivity. 
The Commission, In Its Communication on "Public Procurement : 
Regional and Social Aspects"(1) has expressed similar 
concerns, also underlining the Incompatibility between certain 
preference regimes and Community law. Tho requirements of 
Community law In this context have recently been reaffirmed by 
the Court of Justice of the European Communities (Case C-21-88 
DuPont do Nemours ltal lana Spa and Unlta Sanitaria Locale no. 2 
dl Carrara 20 March 1990). 
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Steps are now bolng taken to bring to an end tho Infringements 
of Community Jaw which result from their operation. Such 
measures are not, therefore, discussed further In this 
communication. 

B. Ueasuros \'Jh I ch fac Ill tato access of SUEs to a \'lard procedures for 
public contracts 

14. The first contribution Member States must make Is to ensure ful I 
observance by contracting authorities of the principles and 
disciplines of tho Community's public procurement regime. It Is 
SME's sooi<Jng to penetrate now markets which are tho first 
victims of resort to negotiated or restricted procedures, where 
those are used to favour secure relationships with known 
enterprises or to cope with programmes delayed untl I the end of 
the budgetary year, rather than just If I od by urgency arIsIng 
from genuinely unforsoeable circumstances or from tho need for 
specific technical qual Jflcatlons. 

15. It Is also open to contracting authorities to apply certain 
provisions, particularly that on publ lcatlon of tenders free of 
charge In tho Official Journal of the European Communities for 
contracts below the threshold at which this Is made obligatory 
under tho publ Jc procurement directives. Although smaller 
contracts might be expected to be generally appropriate for 
smaller enterprises, It has been estimated In one Member State 
with an activo policy of promoting SMEs, that at least one third 
of such contracts are being awarded to larger enterprises. 

16. Contracting authorities may themselves go beyond the minimum 
advertising requirements under national legislation, for example 
by Introducing a slmpl If led form for contracts below obi Jgatory 
national thresholds. They may also co-operate In the diffusion 
of tender Information In paral lei with publ lshed tender notices 
through tho use of contact points, established at regional or 
departmental level, perhaps In association with Chambers of 
Commerce or other bodies representing enterprises. Further 
development of services adapted to tho needs of SMEs, based on 
tender Information suppl led by contracting authorities, Is dealt 
with In paras. 33- 35. 

17. Adapting the scale of Individual public procurements to the 
productive capacity of SMEs Is Incontestably favourable to their 
participation In publ lc contracts. The break up of larger 
contracts, however, carries the risks of adding to 
administrative costs, losing the benefit of potential economies 
of scale and offering a pretext for evasion of the thresholds of 
appJJcat Jon of tho public procurement direct Jves. Division of 
larger contracts Into Jots may by contrast, enable tho 
objectives of open and efficient publ lc procurement and 
accooolblllty to SMEs to bo almultanoouoly attained. The 
contracts for tho Jots would be fully publlclood, while firms 
which bid for a Jot would have to m<ttch tho price offered by 
larger enterprises for the ful I contract. 
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18. The alternative approach, adapting tho productive capacity of 
SMEs, to the oconomlcaly Justified scale of publ lc procurement 
may be achieved through various forms of association or co
operation, such as Joint ventures, cooperatives, economic 
Interest grouping or pub I lc companies with SME's as their 
shareholders. 

19. The Community has long actively promoted the development of such 
co-operation between enterprises, adapting Its competition rules 
to exempt smal 1-scale co-operation agreements, promoting 
transnational co-operation within Community programmes, such as 
ESPRIT BRITE and COMETT and providing, through the Business co
operation Network (BC-Net) developed by tho Commlslon's Business 
co-operation Centro, a service to SME's seeking potential 
partners In bidding for public contracts. Tho Community has, 
also, In the provision for tho European Economic Interest 
Grouping (E.E. I .G.) provided a clear legal framework within 
which such co-operation can take place. The Europartenarlat 
programme alms at helping selected SMEs In regions being 
assisted by the structural Funds to form cooperative business 
agreements wIth SMEs throughout the rest of tho CommunIty and 
thus mutually strengthen their respective abl I I ties to compete 
In the market. 

20. Member States have a positive role to play In removing legal and 
fiscal uncertainty which may continue to Inhibit the use of such 
forms of association, and In fostering tho development of new 
forms, where appropriate and necessary. The Community may 
reasonably expect their support In helping tho E.E. I .G. to 
become fully operat lonal. Member States can also assist those 
developments by reviewing their public procurement rules which 
govern tho assessment of financial and technical capacity on a 
Joint basis. 

21. SME's have complained of their exclusion from selection by 
contracting authorities, which Impose on them unrcaoonable or 
unnecessarily specific reQulremento as regards QUalification. 
Contracting authorities should review the need for such 
reQuirements and tho form In which they should be met. Further 
reflection and study Is needed on tho underlying Issue of how 
the Qual lty of enterprises Is to be assessed, certified, 
compared and, where necessary, Improved. 

22. SMEs Increasingly gain access to larger publ lc contracts. through 
the sub-contracting of work from large contracts. The public 
procurement directives leave Member States a wide freedom to 
pursue an active policy of encouraging local sub-contracting. 
Following tho logic of the decision of the Court of Justice In 
Case 31/87 (Gebroeders Beentjes v. the Netherlands), It Is open 
to them to use contract conditions to promote sub-contracting, 
providing this Is not done In a way which has the effect of 
discriminating against enterprises from other Member States. 
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23. The Commission has set out Its approach to the promotion of sub
contracting In a Communication to the Councl J(4) on the 
development of sub-contracting In the Community. In particular, 
sub-contracting could be encouraged In appropriate 
circumstances, larger contractors being required to Indicate 
their sub-contracting Intentions In their offers, such 
Intentions being published In contract award notices to give 
SME's adequate opportunities to present offers related to the 
execut lon of each sub-contract. Sub-contractors could also be 
given assistance by main contractors In meeting their 
qual lflcatlon and certification requirements. 

24. A c I ear and ba I anced I ega I framework wou I d make It easIer to 
tender for sub-contracts In other Community countries. The 
review of procedures referred to below (Para. 26) should pay 
particular attention to tho specific Issues Involved In sub
contracting, such as the recognition given by public 
authorities to sub-contractors; the principle that a main 
contractor should offer to his sub-contractors conditions 
Identical to those to which he Is subject; the payment terms 
granted to sub-contractors; and questions of redress In cases of 
non-payment or of Insolvency of the main contractor. Sub
contracting Is thus to be promoted and protected In a balanced 
way. Measures are also required to el lmlnate evasion of tax and 
social security regulations. 

C. Uoasuros \'Jhlch roduco tho costs Incurred by SUEs In public 
procurement 

25. Tho administrative and financial costs, Imposed by complex 
public procurement procedures can be such as to discourage SME's 
with little experience of working with public authorities from 
bidding even for smal lor contracts. 

26. Simplification of procedures would benefit firms of all sizes 
and, In the medium term, the purchasing authorities themselves. 
Member States should review : the cost and actual uti I Jty of the 
documentation required of SMEs In submitting tenders; the 
difficulty caused to SMEs by allowing Insufficient time for bid 
preparation on tho one hand and costly delays between receiving 
and adjudicating upon bids on the other; the possibility of 
harmonising and sJmpl lfylng the contract documento themselves. 
Particular attention should be given to ensuring that the 
procedures for smal I contracts, which are of relatively greater 
Interest to SMEs, should be as straightforward and transparent 
as possible. 

(4) COM (89) 402 of 7 August 1989 
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27. Contracting authorities should be aware of tho potential 
contribution of electronic bidding Information services In 
reducing costs and delays. such services are being developed by 
suppliers of business Information and related services on tho 
basis of tender Information sourced from the Official Journal of 
the European Communities and from contracting authorities. A 
fully developed electronic mal lbox network embracing contracting 
authorities and Interested SMEs would allow speedy communication 
requesting bid packages and the placing of queries between 
contracting authorities displaying contracts and potential 
bidders. 

28. De I ays In payment to contractors for work done vary great I y 
within the Community, depending on legal obi lgatlons, tho 
requirements of audit and financial control and acceptable 
national or local practice. They can be ouch as to Impose 
unsustainable losses on SMEs which depend on pub I lc contracts. 
Problems are multiplied where SMEs are sub-contractors dependent 
for payment on main contractors, themselves awaiting payment 
from contracting authorities. 

29. Many Improvements could be Introduced by contracting authorities 
to ensure that contractors are kept In funds, through payments 
on account or h lgher percentage advance payment; measures to 
speed up accounting procedures, Including reduction In the 
documentation required; and devices to minimise, or to minimise 
the Inconvenience of, delays In payment, for example through the 
practice of Issuing Irrevocable letters of credit, which remove 
the threat of Insolvency to SME's dependent on substantial, but 
delayed payments. The Commission has carried out a study of the 
general problem of late payment as It affects SMEs, Including 
late payments by publ lc authorities and wl I I consider how best 
It can contribute to Its alleviation In the light of 
consultations on the study's findings. 

30. Guarantees to ensure that enterprIses do not wIthdraw offers 
once made and perform contracts to time and specification are a 
feature of most, but not alI, national publ lc procurement 
systems. Where they are lacking, or Ineffective In protecting 
contracting authorities against the risk of maJor costs and 
Inconvenience when a contractor defaults, contracting 
authorities are less I lkely to accept as contractors SMEs which 
pose a greater rIsk than I arger enterprIses. When there are 
functioning systems, on the other hand, SMEs can experience 
difficulty In obtaining the necessary guarantees at a cost which 
Is not prohibitive. 
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31. Developments In this field are under way In a number of Member 
States. In Italy, for example, the Introduction of performance 
bonds Is being considered as an alternative to tho present 
system, which, based as It Is on a simple I lstlng of alI 
enterprises deemed to have sufficient financial and technical 
capacity, does not provide either contracting authorities or 
bidders, particularly SME's, with a solid basis for a 
contractual relationship. In Portugal, a sub-programme of the 
Commission's PEDIP programme Is concerned with the development 
of a system of financial guarantees which wl I I reduce the burden 
of the present system which requires borrowing at high Interest 
rates to finance deposits by contractors. In certain other 
Member States, thoro Is a movement away from exclusively 
financial guarantees backed by tho banks to Insurance systems or 
other arrangements, guaranteeing replacement of defaulting 
contractors, funded In some cases by the trades concerned. The 
Com:nlsslon, In building-up an open public procurement market, 
wl II contribute to the search for technical solutions adapted to 
tho particular situation of Member States. It will In the near 
future begin consultations on possible action In this field with 
Interested parties, Including the Advisory Commlttoeo on public 
procurement. 

D. Moasures ~hlch prepare SUEs for effective participation In 
contract award procedures 

32. Tho need for more comprehensive publication of Information on 
tender opportunlt les has already been discussed In para. 21 In 
relation to tho standard method of publ lcatlon of notices 
through tho Official Journal of tho European Communities. An 
opportunity now exists to slmpl lfy thooe notices, which muot In 
any case bo adapted to moot the requirements of tho now pub I lc 
procurement directives, through greater standardisation of 
descriptions of the tenderer, of tho object of tho procurement 
and of tho essential procedural requirements of the purchasing 
authority. This development, taken along with that of 
electronic pub I lc procurement databases (oeo para. 33 below) and 
electronic bidding Information services (soe para. 27 above) 
should greatly facl lltate access to basic market Information. 

33. The Commission has also developed the "Tenders Electronic Dally" 
(TED) database, to which alI Information on tenders publ lohed In 
the Official Journal Is transferred. The system can be accessed 
either directly through tho "Echo" Customer Service or by 
agreement with tho Commission through a "Host" or Llcencee, who 
can so II InformatIon from the database to other users. Tho 
"Host" Is at liberty to enhance the database, for example, by 
adding Information on unpublished contracts below the obi lgatory 
thresholds for publication and supplied to It by contracting 
authorities. A number of systems are currently being developed. 
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34. The Community has supported the development of localised 
projects, based on such host agreements, for example tho POINT 
(Publ lc Orders Information Network), a Consultancy service 
provided by the Chambers of Commerce for North West Rhlne
Westphal Ia. The value added by POINT consists In tho selection 
of Information from TED which Is relevant to tho noods and 
capacities of the enterprises using the service and also In the 
arrangement for co-operation now established with similar 
organisations concerned with tender Information In other parts 
of the Community. The market building potential of such 
projects Is Illustrated by the dramatic rise of 96% In tho 
first year of operation of the number of enterprises being drawn 
to the attention of the purchasing services of the Land 
concerned. 

35. The network of Euro Info Centres developed by tho Commission, 
which Is being extended to provide a service to SMEs throughout 
the Community, provides access to Information on tenders 
publ lshed In tho Official Journal. The centres can help SMEs to 
respond to tenders of Interest to them, In particular to tenders 
Issued In other Member States. For example, the Bilbao EIC 
scans the TED data-base dally and notifies enterprises and 
Chambers of Commerce In Spain of contracts throughout the 
Community. The Dlomen and Helmond EIC In the Netherlands 
jointly produced a guide to public procurement In tho Community. 
The Bordeaux EtC Is actively Involved with tho support of tho 
regional authorities In AQultalne with those responsible for 
procurement In tho public works domain. 

36. Other activities which can be supported In tho field of gonoral 
Information on tho lmpl lcatlons of open publ lc procurement 
Include : 

-support for public procurement fairs dealgned to bring SMEs 
Into contact with purchasing authorities In their own and In 
other Member States; 

- support for seminars and conferences for SME managers to 
encourage participation In public procurement by explaining 
procedures and describing opportunities; 

For example In this area the Commission has recently supported 
participation from SMEs from throughout the Community In a 
major European conference In London In Apr I I 1990. on new 
opportunities for business In the I lght of the opening-up of 
pub I lc procurement; the necessity for measures to enable SMEs 
to part lclpate fully In the opening up of public contracts 
throughout the community emerged as one of the most Important 
conclusions of this conference; 
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-the preparation of practical manuals explaining procurement 
procedures and legal aspects of public contracts, as In the 
Commission's brochures available In the Community languages 
and tho recent guides to public procurement prepared by C6ras 
TrAchtala, the Irish Export Board, which provide essential 
Information on procedural and legal requirements of the 
systems of other Member States. 

37. Access to Information Is tho logical means of overcoming market 
Imperfections. It does not, however, of Itself guarantee a 
mutual understanding by contracting authorities and SME's In 
search of market opportunities, If their relationship remains 
bureaucratic, without the effective development of communication 
or managed dialogue beyond the point of Initial contact. There 
Is also a need to communicate to public purchasers that tho 
Involvement of smal lor firms In publ lc procurement Is very much 
In the publ lc Interest and Is also of benefit to the purchasing 
organisation because It widens the range of potential suppl lers 
and develops their competence. Tho content of training courses 
for purchasing officers of contracting authorities could be 
adapted to assist In meeting these requirements. 

30. As regards the development of the SME side of the dialogue with 
public purchasers, training In the necessary management ski I Is 
Is an essential element of strategic management, both for firms 
already selling to tho public sector In their Member State and 
those wishing to equip themselves to enter the market or to 
operate across the Community. The pi lot series of seminars for 
managers which the Commission has Initiated within tho programme 
"Preparing SME'o for the Europe of 1992", launched In the second 
half of 1989, can make a useful contribution. 

39. Tho activities discussed In para. 36-38 can be regarded as 
elements In an outreach programme, answering to certain general 
needs. They are not, however, designed to provide a sufficient 
response to tho specific and perhaps pressing needs of 
Individual firms for assistance with such matters as 
arrangements for certification, drawing up of market plans, 
preparation of bids or simple translation. In certain Member 
States, national or regional organisations, normal Jy with a 
strong commercial and technological basis, are able to provide 
connultancy norvlces to firms, which could Include advice on the 
critical choice of special lsatlon within a changing publ lc 
procurement market. Conscious of the vital role which SMEs can 
play In generating local economic development, tho Community Is 
supporting the establ Jshment of EC Business and Innovation 
Centres, linked In an International network (European Business 
and Innovation Centre Network- EBN). These Centres provide, In 
an easl ly accessible and cost-effective way, services which 
assist firms entering the public procurement market. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

41. Failure to achieve the best possible participation of SMEs In 
public procurement reduces the dynamism of the Internal market 
at the same time as holding back regional economic development. 
It Is therefore In the Interests fo the Community to ensure that 
any cost-effective measures which could promote their 
participation are actively pursued at the appropriate level. 

42. This communication has reviewed a large number of measures. 
With the exception of discriminatory measures mentlonned In 
section A which aro contrary to the Treaty, these measures 
could, together, give substantial help to SMEs to participate 
more effectively. 

43. At the same time, this review Is only a first step. Much work 
remaIns to be done so that the Ideas set out In the 
communication can be further developed and can be put Into 
offoct at the appropriate level, whether that be Community, 
Member State, region or local lty. 

44. Tho Commission, In close contact with the Member States and 
other Interested parties, will therefore continue Its work on 
measures which facl lltato tho access of SMEs to award procedures 
for publ lc contracts, or tho reduction of tho costs Incurred by 
SMEs on measures which prepare SMEs for effective participation 
In contract award procedures. 

To thIs end, It w I I I : 

-encourage appropriate experiments and pi lot-proJects; 

-critical Jy study and evaluate the results achieved where 
measures havo been put Into effect; 

-facilitate the exchange of Information and Ideas within the 
CommunIty; 

-report as appropriate to the European Pari lament, the Economic 
and social Committee and the Council, making where necessary, 
proposals. 




